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co-operative societies and the co-operative movement
were of small or moderate size, their best functionaries,
rising with them, were able to pick up all knowledge
required. And special abilities, even to-day, can do with-
out a university education, because they are able to
educate themselves. But affairs to-day have become much
too complicated for the self-taught man, and the number
of the naturally gifted is smaller than we may think. In
any case, natural endowment alone cannot supply ac-
quired knowledge. Thus, we notice everywhere that
exceptions are readily made for activities recognised as
experts* tasks even by the uneducated: for legal matters
solicitors and barristers are engaged. Even highly quali-
fied business men are accepted by the co-operatives, and
frequently no stress is laid on a co-operative attitude.
Economic experts are less sought for, since the man in
the street does not believe that economics or sociology
can or indeed must be "learned" in schools. It is quali-
fication enough to have written a number of leading
articles or to have read or, better still, to have written one
or two books. Admittedly, convictions suffer through
critical analysis, and consequently scientists are objects of
suspicion to all practical men (not only to those con-
nected with co-operative societies): one never knows
when they may change their opinion; in a word, they
cannot be trusted*
This must be taken into consideration in a discussion
of the problems of teaching. It is not the number of
professorships for co-operative studies that is important,
but the number of students from classes sympathising
with the co-operative movement. Once 3ie co-operative
world comes to the conclusion that a university education
is essential for the holders of its leading positions* the
universities will readily give this education.
In any case, neither practical co-operators nor the
universities themselves should be in doubt about the true
purpose of university education. There once was a
belief that it offered the necessary training for all kinds
of co-operative functionaries. This has been shown to be
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